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IT PAYS TO PLAY: 
ONLINE VIDEO ESSENTIALS



ONLINE VIDEO 
REVOLUTION

To witness the skyrocketing 
popularity of video, you need look no 
further than your own favorite social 
media feed. You’re likely to see: 
Recipe videos. News videos. Comedy 
videos. Fitness and exercise videos.  
 
By 2019, Cisco says 80% of all  
Internet traffic will be video traffic, 
and nearly a million minutes of 
video content will cross the Internet. 
eMarketer says that adults 18 and 
older spend about 19% of their time 
online watching videos, up from  
14% in 2012.

The growing success of online  
video can be explained (very simply) 
like this:

LIMITED ATTENTION SPANS  +  
MORE CHANNELS THAN EVER + DECREASING PRODUCTION COSTS + 

INCREASED WI-FI SPEED  
AND INFINITE STORAGE = MORE PERMISSION FOR CREATIVITY  

     AND CONNECTION (IT’S A MUST, REALLY)
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BY 2019, CISCO SAYS 80%  
OF ALL INTERNET TRAFFIC WILL  

BE VIDEO TRAFFIC



ARE YOU READY FOR SOME NUMBERS?
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(According to  HubSpot)

50%
of all mobile traffic today is video

78%
of people watch videos weekly

55%
of people watch videos each day

69%
of marketing, sales and business 
professionals use video;  
another 31% are planning to

52%
of marketing pros say video has  
the best ROI of any type of content

http://videos.kreber.com/
https://youtu.be/sVQotKnTF3s
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ONLINE VIDEO  
DO’S & DON’TS

As we all get acclimated to this  
new video-centric marketing reality, 
it’s clear that not all videos are 
created the same. Video Marketing  
is one segment of Content Marketing, 
which we know values information 
and interaction first, with the belief 
that the transaction will follow.  
 

Video Marketing follows a softer, 
more audience-centered approach, 
made possible by the fact that 
video is just one part of your overall 
marketing mix.

http://videos.kreber.com/
https://youtu.be/hZocL9JUWbM


In order to help Electrolux and 
Frigidaire customers maintain and 
get the most out of their appliance 
purchases, Kreber developed a 
program to execute hundreds of 
“Owner Care” videos that are being 
shot on custom sets at Kreber’s 
massive studio in North Carolina.

These, in addition to a national 
vendor spot to help connect with 
customers emotionally (above), 

ONLINE VIDEO:  
AS A CUSTOMER CARE TOOL
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DON’T FORGET: ONLINE 
VIDEO IS USEFUL AT MANY 

POINTS IN THE PRE AND POST 
PURCHASE PROCESS!

prove that the sky’s the limit for video 
creativity when you have the right 
tools and team in place.

http://videos.kreber.com/
http://videos.kreber.com/video/141180492


OVERALL, EXPECT 1 IN 6 
PEOPLE TO PLAY YOUR VIDEO, 

SAYS WISTIA. IF YOU’RE 
TRACKING LESS, ADJUST 
YOUR PLACEMENT OR RE-

WRITE YOUR LEAD-IN COPY 
TO GRAB MORE ATTENTION.
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CHOOSING  
A FORMAT:  
WHAT WORKS  
& WHEN
Attention is everything, and by 
following general guidelines,  
you can develop an approach that  
aligns your activity (and expenses!) 
with how your audience chooses  
to engage with you. 

The General Rule: When the 
audience wants more, they’ll seek 
more, and that’s when you give it  
to them — not a moment before.
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LEVEL 1 
WAVING FROM THE STREET
Purpose: Attention-Grabber 

What: Tease the single most  
persuasive idea

Duration: 15-30 seconds

Similar to: Slideshows of  
images with music; TV News 
story with no video

LEVEL 2  
SIDEWALK CHAT
Purpose: Attention-Grabber

What: Single most  
persuasive idea

Duration: 45 seconds-1:15

Similar to: Cooking tip  
videos that autoplay on  
Facebook (images or video  
with text and music); a TV  
news reporter’s story

LEVEL 3  
CHAT AT THE DOORWAY
Purpose: Deeper Introduction    

What: Something cool  
is going on 

Duration: 2-3 minutes

Similar to: Buzzfeed demo/ 
”try” videos; comedy videos

MOST OF YOUR VIDEOS SHOULD BE HERE!

Click to view example

Click to view example

Click to view example

https://www.facebook.com/target/videos/10153792480468120/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vdMw84FjmW4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=khRagAb_S0U
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LEVEL 4 
KITCHEN TABLE CHAT
Purpose: Deeper Storytelling  

What: Characters to care about; 
rising and falling action

Duration: 3 minutes +

Similar to: TV newsmagazine 
segment, short film style

Click to view example

Click to view example

Click to view example

http://videos.kreber.com/
https://youtu.be/ol19tt3VWhQ
https://youtu.be/7DdM-4siaQw
https://youtu.be/UXEvZ8B04bE
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The Beckham Modular Sectional 
from Bassett is a fun way for 
customers to customize their living 
spaces, but it wasn’t an easy story for 
store associates to tell. An upbeat, 
1-minute video created by Kreber  
did the trick to help associates  
“show, don’t tell” and helped lead 
to 40% more sales within the first 
several months. 

ONLINE VIDEO: 
SUCCESS STORY

ONLINE VIDEO IS USEFUL AS 
A SALES TOOL FOR STORE 

ASSOCIATES, TOO!

http://videos.kreber.com/
http://videos.kreber.com/video/151392954


   

While we all want “sure things” 
for our clients and organizations, 
it shouldn’t come at the cost of 
appreciating the interaction that 
does take place. We can then trust 
that the other ways a campaign 
reaches customers will further the 
relationship and lead to that ultimate, 
most easily measured metric: the 
transaction.
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METRICS:
DEFINING SUCCESS
Let’s face it, friends: As passionate 
marketers, we know the valuable 
experience a user can have when he 
or she engages with the full range of 
tactics available in a campaign. When 
it comes to video, as one component 
of your overall marketing mix, how 
do we define success?

Tristan Chaika, Video Creative 
Director, points out that it’s okay to  
let the video experience be what it 
is for the user, and for a successful 
video completion rate (VCR) to be  
the most important metric. 

“Since users tend to spend short 
amounts of time throughout the day 
online, largely from their mobile 
devices, getting their attention for 
15 to 30 seconds with a video is a 
win, in and of itself,” Tristan says. 
“There’s value in the VCR, even if it 
doesn’t immediately lead to other 
engagement during that session.”

AWARENESS
PLAY RATE

 SHARES & LIKES
WEBSITE TRAFFIC

CLICK-THROUGH RATE
LEAD GENERATION

OTHER SPECIFIC CALLS-TO-ACTION 
(CONTACT, ETC.)

Other ways to  
track video success:

http://videos.kreber.com/
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